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 The SM7000 can also be used as a metronome, which allows the user to set a tempo and keep the music in time, and provides
guidance on pitch and correct intonation. The main user interface consists of six parts: the pitch display, the pitch-tracking

display, the time display, the metronome, the effects section, and the metronome display. A choice of modes (Tuning,
Tuning/Tagging, Tuning/Tagging/Metronome) is also available. The software supports both PC and Mac. Tuning Mode The user

interface of this mode consists of a pitch display with a choice of two sets of tones, each with a set of keys for both visual and
numeric data. The user can set a reference pitch and then adjust the pitch to match the reference pitch. There are two types of

displays: graphical displays with a visual representation of the pitch display, or numeric displays with numeric data. A pitch
tracking tool can be used to accurately follow the pitch display. When an acoustic signal is produced, the pitch display is tracked
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and plotted on the pitch display. The user can adjust the tracking threshold and follow the display in real time. A non-
commercial tag line can be added to the displayed pitch, which appears on the display as a separate key. This line can be moved

around, rotated, and mirrored, using the numeric keys on the pitch display. A user can edit the display range (normal, or
extended, which extends from the reference pitch up to six semitones above or below the reference pitch), using the three keys
on the display range keys. The user can also set the display range with the three keys on the range keys. The time display uses

the same display range as the pitch display, and the same pitch tracking display. This display range can be increased or
decreased by the three keys in the display range keys. The user can also set the pitch-tracking display range by using the two

keys in the display range keys. The user can use a graphical and numeric metronome display to set a tempo. This display shows
the user the tempo chosen and the number of beats per minute (BPM). When the tempo is set, the user can choose from the
seven modes (normal, slow, fast, slow/meta, fast/meta, vibrato, and breathing). A user can also create a metronome using the

two different metronome displays 82157476af
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